
Adorona Launches New Online Store to Offer
Custom Made Formal Dresses

SHANGHAI, CHINA, CHINA, July 27, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Adorona.com has six long years of

excellence under its belt. Since, this private clothes-manufacturing company, which is based in

Shanghai, started its operations; it has become one of the most sought after names in the world

of customized formal dresses for women.

Dress elegantly for a

fraction of the cost.”

Adorona

Formal wear such as wedding gowns, corporate dresses

and suits can be a bit expensive to purchase. Now, the

stylish and budget conscious women are given the option

to let go of their fantasies of buying off the rack dresses for

women and go for customized formal dresses instead! 

Adorona.com has six long years of excellence under its belt. Since, this private clothes-

manufacturing company, which is based in Shanghai and China, started its operations; it has

become one of the most sought after names in the world of customized formal dresses for

women. The company has managed to make custom-made clothes actually look like they came

from the racks of famous designers- minus the expensive tag price. The company specializes in

the manufacture of well-designed cocktail dresses, formal dresses and even dresses for your

entire wedding entourage. 

Adorona's Customized Dresses - Why This is Better than Buying Off-the-Rack Formal Wear

Adorona has recently announced several changes made on their website. These changes are

guaranteed to make their customer’s lives easier through the introduction of new designs based

on this season’s style and of course based on their customers’ tastes and preferences. The

website, which was launched in 2012, has been redesigned to suit the needs of their most valued

clients. The site was given a new interactive face; dress designs and styles are categorized for

proper browsing. 

The website provides detailed information on how to choose and place an order for a custom

made wedding dress, for example. It gives the customers the ease of hand picking the design or

make that they want by simply browsing the website. 

Adorona, a company that can customize formal dresses for women, is focused on giving exactly

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.adorona.com
http://www.adorona.com/wedding-dresses


what the clients want: new arrivals, specials rates, and of course finding the best deals in terms

of high quality customized dresses for women. To serve you in a better way, the company also

offers its customers the opportunity to get real time answers to their questions with regard to

policies, placing orders, submitting measurements, order follow-ups and style suggestions,

through their live chat features. The FAQ section of the website has also been updated to

provide instant answers. 

Living halfway across the world? This is not a problem with the help of Adorona, because now,

they are accepting orders across the globe. With its worldwide free shipping, and 14 days

delivery period, any woman can sleep better at night knowing that they will have the most

affordable dress for the very special occasion. 

Something to Look Forward 

Since formal dresses for women are not just about cocktails, weddings and birthday

celebrations, Adorona is now focusing on offering a new collection of formal dresses, perfect for

that important business meeting. The company understands the need of women to choose

affordable yet fashionable clothes at work. Power dressers should really feel excited about the

release of the office formal line from Adorona.

About Adorona:

“Dress elegantly for a fraction of the cost.” That is what Adorona stands for. Their mission: to

customize dresses for women online with no extra fees. This is, indeed, sophistication in its

truest sense.
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